Threshold optimization of adaptive template filtering for MRI based on intelligent optimization algorithm.
Intelligent Optimization Algorithm (IOA) mainly includes Immune Algorithm (IA) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). One of the most important characteristics of MRI is the complicated changes of gray level. Traditional filtering algorithms are not fit for MRI. Adaptive Template Filtering Method (ATFM) is an appropriate denoising method for MRI. However, selecting threshold for ATFM is a complicated problem which directly affects the denoising result. Threshold selection has been based on experience. Thus, it was lack of solid theoretical foundation. In this paper, 2 kinds of IOA are proposed for threshold optimization respectively. As our experiment demonstrates, they can effectively solve the problem of threshold selection and perfect ATFM. Through algorithm analysis, the performance of IA surpasses the performance of GA. As a new kind of IOA, IA exhibits its great potential in image processing.